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 We are witnessing the first time in American history that our young people will be 

worse off than their parents.  We are the most “anti  youth” generation in history.  Our 

young people are hung with large student loans (college education costs too much).  

Like anything else in our country, politicians look to transfer the cost of education to 

 others,  rather than “right size” the cost.  Politicians seldom deal with the “root cause” 

of a problem...they prefer to throw money at  symptoms.   

  

 Healthcare...politicians want our young people to subsidize the healthcare premiums of 

senior citizens...seniors vote...young people  don't vote. Then, young people will have to 

pay for their health care a second time when they are older.   Instead of dealing with the 

cost side of the healthcare equation, Obamacare simply tried to transfer costs to 

 upper income people, or to the young, or to future generations through 

 deficit spending.  This is “anti youth.”   

  

 Social Security is the biggest “Ponzi Scheme” ever.  The early users paid little into the 

fund, and reaped huge paybacks.  Since there is no such thing as a free lunch...the 

people who will pay will be the last people into the program...our young people.  The 

program will be broke by the time they are seniors.  The worst of it...worse than most 

Ponzi Schemes...is that young people MUST pay in by law.  In a normal Ponzi 

Scheme...people are suckered into investing...with Social Security...even careful young 

people MUST “invest.”  This is a huge  transfer of wealth from young to old, and is 

definitely “anti youth.” 

 

Inflation.  Deficit spending:  Politicians love to deficit spend.  They can reward the 

lobbyists and special interest that got them elected, and still appear not to be increasing 

taxes to pay for this spending. President Bush and President Obama bragged about 

their economies (well, maybe not Bush so much), but they were propped up by deficit 

spending.  

Economist John Kenneth Galbraith said we should spend our way out of recessions, but 

then pay back those borrowing with surpluses.  We have no surpluses.  We've run out of 



budgetary and monetary policies to artificially stimulate the economy.  The millions who 

live off of government spending will never let their programs be cut...so they will 

grow ever more, and someday (in our young people's lifetimes) it will collapse...to many 

people living off government, to few producing...too much debt.  Who benefits from 

deficits and inflation?  Well, the poor initially...for about fifteen minutes...until they spend 

their government money at Walmart.  At that point it enters the corporate wealth world, 

and kicks up PE ratios, and stock valuations...while allowing top management to reap 

millions in bonuses and stock options.  

Who benefits from increase asset values?  Not the young...they have no assets to 

appreciate in value.  Only those who own assets benefit. (Yes...pension fund values go 

up...but the young don't benefit from that).  The rich get richer, and the young can only 

watch from the sidelines.  Inflation, deficit spending, and big government spending 

budgets are definitely anti young. 

 

 The Obama administration (and our own state government) actively increase social 

services spending to encourage the least competent people to have children.  I know 

this is not politically correct to say. Upper middle class families are having fewer children 

partly because children cost a lot of money. The people who are most in need get 

 subsidized to have children at great cost to our younger generation.  The children of 

less competent parents are statistically more likely to need public services, will pay less 

taxes, and consume the services of  the criminal justice system more  than unsubsidized 

parents.  The State of Alaska, and The United States both practice this “politically 

 correct” subsidy, and it is a time bomb awaiting our young people. Using this public 

policy, we erase the result of previous generations  where each was better educated, 

and fit, and contributing...to nurture future generations that will be more needy.  

Politicians...having  created this problem, will solve it by creating more programs, more 

 spending and more taxes...all the time creating a worse quality of life  for our young 

people.  The other “plus” for the politicians who create this problem...they also create 

the needy voting block that will elect them on to bigger public office.   Anti-youth. 


